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SHIFT SUPERINTENDENT
24 hours               +61 428 712 111
Office                   +61 8 9072 3365
Mobile                   +61 447 838 290
E-Mail                   Terminal.Supervisors@southernports.com.au

HARBOUR MASTER
Office                   61 8 9072  3344
Mobile                   61 0417 922 501
E-Mail                   pilots@southernports.com.au

MARINE PILOTS  
Office                   +61 8 9072 3344 / 3351
Stephen Dickason +61 417 226 268
Michael Rowe       +61 407 603 639
Kilian Ekin             +61 436 843 926
E-Mail                   pilots@southernports.com.au

SECURITY SERVICES MANAGER 
Office                   +61 8 9071 7906
Mobile                   +61 412 456 334,  +61 400 763 052
E-Mail                   portsecurity@southernports.com.au

POLICE, FIRE BRIGADE & AMBULANCE DIAL 000
Police Station         +61 8 9079 8999 (Duty Sergeant) / 131444
Fire Station            +61 8 9071 3393 (Unattended after hours)
Ambulance            +61 8 9071 1618 (Unattended after hours)

TUGS
24 hours               +61 8 9072 0037
Mobile                   +61 488 720 037; +61 427 618 521
E-Mail                   admin@mackenziemarineandtowage.com.au

CUSTOMS
Telephone             +61 8 9076 2601
E-Mail                   Esperance.Shipping@abf.gov.au

The information contained in this guide has been prepared to advise the Masters of vessels
entering the Esperance Port about Southern Ports, Port of Esperance (SP-POA) operations. This
guide is updated from time to time to reflect current Port practices. While all care has been
taken by Esperance Port at the time of updating this guide Dec 2019, no warranty is given as to
the completeness or accuracy of the information it contains. For the latest updated information
and Marine Notices please visit www.southernports.com.au and follow the link to the Esperance
Port (see the “Information Tab” – Marine Information and also Forms for other Marine related
documents).

1emergency contacts
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2 town of esperance

2.1.       DESCRIPTION
Esperance is located on the south coast of Western Australia, 721 kilometres south east by road
from Perth. The nearest regional centres are Albany and Kalgoorlie, 480 kilometres by road to
the west and 397 kilometres to the north respectively.

The Town has well developed banking, retail, transport and communication facilities, and a
Seafarer’s Centre offers the following services:

• Bus transfers to and from the Port with arrival times of 09:00, 10:00, 13:30, 16:00 and18:00. 
The last return 21:00 hours (Please note:  Walking around is not permitted, crew will remain
at the top of the gangway of the vessel until the transfer bus arrives);

• Money exchange;
• Internet facilities, including Skype;
• Airport transfers and bus tours by arrangement;
• Accommodation and self-catering facilities; and
• Telephones and cards.

No consular representation is available locally and Esperance keeps UTC + 8 hours

2.2.       ESPERANCE STREET MAP



3.1.       EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Ships’ Masters must notify the Esperance Port’s Shift Superintendent immediately of any emergency
situation on board their vessel (see Section 1 for contact details).

If a Ship’s Master is in any doubt with regard to the instructions they have been given by the Shift
Superintendent they should then contact the Harbour Master’s office (see Section 1).

3.2.       PORT BOUNDARIES
The Port is described as being all that water within a radius of 10 nautical miles from the western
breakwater of Bandy Creek Fishing Harbour. Refer to charts AUS 119, AUS 762 and AUS 763.

3.3.       NAVIGATIONAL CHARTS
Unless a vessel is legally compliant with an approved ECDIS for paperless navigation, an original and
up-to-date publication of Chart AUS 119 is required to be on board all vessels before they enter
Esperance Port limits. Arrangements can be made to have the chart delivered by tug, pilot launch or
helicopter.

The recommended rendezvous position is 34°S and 121°50’ E.

3.4.       COMMUNICATIONS
The Port operates VHF channels 16 and 12. The Esperance Port’s call sign is “Esperance Harbour”.
The Port VHF radio is manned during office hours only, and ONE HOUR PRIOR to Pilot on

Board time. All vessels are requested to keep clear of VHF channel 13 (working channel for
manoeuvering only)  and 72 (local weather transmissions).

Electronic communication can interfere with Port’s cargo operations and should be limited to low
power only.

3.5.       BERTHING ARRANGEMENTS
Ships’ Masters must note the following arrangements in relation to berthing at the Esperance Port:

• All vessel movements are the responsibility of the Port’s Pilots;
• All vessels should move through the Port as efficiently and quickly as is safely possible;
• All decisions will be made with a “whole of Port” focus, which includes community considerations;
• The principle of "first come, first served" applies to all vessels wishing to enter Esperance Harbour.

This means first vessel to the Pilot boarding ground one nautical mile east of Cull Island will be
given priority.  This principle can change under certain conditions, such as:
o Tide restricted vessels; and
o Where the affected parties agree to the change

• Vessels arriving before their required berthing time may be berthed on arrival at the Port’s
convenience. Port dues will commence one hour after the scheduled Pilot on board time;

• When possible, vessels with labour waiting may be given priority, subject to safe navigation;
• Agents who book their arrivals, removals and departures first will usually be given preference

over late bookings;
• Vessels that have been delayed the longest by industrial matters are usually given preference; and

3arrival information
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3arrival information continued

• SPA-POE provides a 24-hour pilotage service but it is not an “on demand” service.
Generally, two hours notice is required to amend a booking subject to the following
considerations:
o Shipping movements occurring after 2000 hours must be confirmed by 1630 hours

daily; see ‘Berthing Rules’ at www.southernports.com.au/Operational Information Tab
o Ships  that  complete  their  discharge  earlier  than  expected  may bring their

departure forward, providing that it is brought forward to 2200 hours or earlier;
o Shipping movements  booked  between  2200 hours  and  0600 hours  that  are

delayed must be put back to 0600, or 8 hours after notification whichever is later;
o Variations to shipping are subject to marine services availability; and
o Variations must not conflict with existing shipping movements.

For information pertaining the availability of Marine Services, please consult the SPA-POE Business
rules at: www.southernports.com.au. 

3.6.       ANCHORAGES
Eight designated anchorage positions (A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H) are situated east of the main
breakwater between Low Rock and Limpet Rock (see Aus Chart 119 and Appendix 2).

Name                         Latitude                                   Longitude Radius
A                         33˚ 51’.8S                         121˚ 55’.8E 0.35nm 

B                           33˚ 52’.35S                       121˚ 56’.3E 0.35nm 

C                         33˚ 53’.1S                         121˚ 56’.3E 0.35nm 

D                         33˚ 51’.6S                         121˚ 56’.6E 0.35nm 

E                           33˚ 52’.15S                       121˚ 57’.2E 0.35nm 

F                           33˚ 53’.5S                         121˚ 57’.2E 0.35nm 

G                         33˚ 53’.9S                         121˚ 58’.0E 0.35nm

H                         33˚ 54’.3S                         121˚ 57’.2E 0.35nm

3.7.       ARRIVAL DRAFTS
For safe navigation, vessels should have a positive trim, their propeller immersed and the forward
draft not less than 2 percent LOA.  Vessels that cannot meet the criteria for minimum draft may
be delayed if wind conditions are unfavourable.
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3.8.       PILOT BOARDING ARRANGEMENTS
Pilot boarding arrangements must comply with IMO requirements and IMPA recommendations.  (See:
http://www.impahq.org/admin/resources/finalimpapladderposter.pdf and Pilot ladder rigging diagram
– Appendix 1).

In the case of a combined ladder, the Ship’s Officer in contact with the bridge should be positioned
at the lower gangway platform.

The ladder is to rest firmly against the ship’s side and should be lashed to the pilot ladder lugs.

If the vessel does not have securing lugs, securing magnets are available from the port and should be
requested prior to the pilot boarding.

The Master is to provide a lee for the safe boarding of the pilot.

For more detailed information, please consult our Marine Notices on our web page -
www.southernports.com.au/esperance/marine-information

3.9.       MASTER / PILOT EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
All vessels are required to provide the Pilot with a Pilot Card containing appropriate information. The
Pilot will provide the Master with a Port Passage Plan. 

The Agent is to ensure that the Master receives the local Marine Notices electronically in good time
prior to arriving at port limits.

Bridge Resource Management (BRM) principles for pilotage apply.

Should the Master or Officer of the Watch have any concerns about any part of the manoeuvre, they
are to bring this to the attention of the Pilot who will respond to their concerns.

3.10.     TUGS
Three tugs operate at Esperance:

On arrival, tugs make fast with tugs’ lines at a pre-planned position. The Tug Masters will indicate where
they wish to secure their vessels. Tug lines should be handled with care. The Pilot will advise the vessel
when to let go of the line and, thereafter, the line should be lowered in a slow and controlled manner
onto the deck of the tug, taking particular care not to injure personnel on either vessel.

3arrival information continued

  TUG NAME        BOLLARD PULL     HORSEPOWER       PROPULSION

  Cape Pasley          66 tonnes             5,400hp      Azimuth stern drive

  Shoal Cape           68 tonnes             5,590hp      Azimuth stern drive

  Hellfire Bay           68 tonnes             5,590hp      Azimuth stern drive
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3arrival information continued

3.11.     VESSEL MOORING
(See www.southernports.com.au/esperance/marine-information)

• Ships’ Masters are to adequately secure their vessels at all times when alongside a berth;
• Mooring lines are to be tended at appropriate intervals throughout each 24 hour period to ensure

vessels are securely positioned alongside the berth without ranging. All lines are to be in a good
condition and kept firm  with  even  tension  to  minimise  the  risks  of  lines parting.  Winch
brakes must be in good condition and applied firmly when lines are not being adjusted;

• Ship's Master must ensure vessel complies with relevant Local Marine Notices as they pertain to
the mooring and securing of the vessel;

• Ships’  Masters  concerned  that  they  are  unable  to  comply  with  this requirement must
contact the Esperance Port Harbour Master immediately and suspend loading until  concerns are
dealt with; and

• The pilot will advise the Master as to any changes to the mooring system. A process of continuous
improvement is in place and the port in currently in the process of introducing new technology.

3.11.1 Berths No.1 and No. 2

During periods where inclement swell or weather is expected, the use of shore breast lines may be
required. One of the following systems will be deployed depending on the configuration of the  vessel
and other circumstances:

a) A 96mm diam mooring line attached to a
shore bollard with a hard eye at the ship’s end
through which the ship’s mooring line is passed
and sent back to the vessel. 

b) “ShoreTensionTM” A shore breast line is
passed from the shore to the vessel through
the centre leads fore and aft. This line is
secured to the vessels bollards and tension on
the line is controlled from the shore by way of
hydraulic rams.
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3arrival information continued

3.11.2. Berth No.3 (Dolphin)

On Berth No.3 four headlines, four stern lines, three forward springs, three after springs, two forward
breast-lines and two after breast-lines are required for tie-up. Spring lines are sent by heaving line;
breast lines, headlines and stern lines are sent by lines launch.

PORT OF ESPERANCE, BERTH 3 MOORING SCHEMATICS
CAPE SHIPS

Spring Line (F) (2) BD(Coir) 

Spring Line (A) (2) BD(Coir) 

Spring Line (F) (1) BD4  

Spring Line (A) (1) BD2 

Head Lines (4) MA3 

Stern Lines (4) MD1 

Breast Lines (2+2) MA1 (A); MA2 (F) 

IMPORTANT!
If the vessel does not have sufficient lines mounted on drums as shown in the diagram above, mooring lines must be
coiled on deck, ready for use prior to the pilot boarding the vessel.  If the vessel is unable to tie up as shown, the vessel
will be put to sea and not permitted back into the port until it is able to comply.

Note: During 2016, quad hooks will be installed on BD3.  These hooks will have load cells and will also have “Coirs” for
each hook.  The pilot will advise the master on the method of tie up and the number of lines required.
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3arrival information continued

IMPORTANT!
If the vessel does not have sufficient lines (minimum of 12 LINES for non cape vessels) mounted on drums as shown
in the diagram above, mooring lines must be coiled on deck, ready for use prior to the pilot boarding the vessel.  If
the vessel is unable to tie up as shown, the vessel will be put to sea and not permitted back into the port until it is
able to comply.

PORT OF ESPERANCE, BERTH 3 MOORING SCHEMATICS
NON CAPE SHIPS
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Berth 3 “Coirs”

The spring line is attached to a messenger
and sent to the shore where the linesmen
will haul the spring through the machined
aluminium thimble. The messenger will then
be passed back to the ship where the crew
will haul the eye back on board and secure
it to a bollard before tensioning the lines. 

3arrival information continued
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3arrival information continued

3.12.     UNDER-KEEL CLEARANCE
Masters are to ensure that they maintain an under-keel clearance of 0.60 metres at all times
alongside berths and 1.3 metres while underway.

3.13.     POLLUTION
All MARPOL Regulations, as well as Local Notice to Mariners 03/2010 are to be strictly complied
with.

Esperance Port applies Regulation 17 of the Western Australian Port Authorities Regulations
2001 that states: “Unless authorised by a member of staff of the Port Authority, the Master of a vessel
must not cause or permit any waste water or waste substances of any kind to be discharged from the
vessel onto any part of a wharf or into the waters of a Port.”

Esperance Port applies this regulation to the following forms of waste water:

• Dry bulk cargo residues, hold cleaning and deck washings;
• Sewage;
• Oil, bilge water and oily water;
• Sediment;
• Grey water; and
• Other waste water.

If a vessel is unable to comply, and must discharge waste water, the Ship’s Master must contract
a Controlled Waste Carrier in Esperance that can collect and dispose of this waste. Contact
must be made in advance to enable the correct fittings to be installed to allow collection of this
waste.

All Ships’ Masters must declare compliance with these conditions.

3.14.     SHIP CLEANLINESS DIRECTIVE
Ships’ Masters are to observe the following in relation to a vessel’s cleanliness when in Esperance
Port waters:

• Masters are to ensure that cargo residues do not enter Esperance Port waters from their
vessels by any means;

• Under no circumstances should cargo residues enter Port waters during periods of heavy
rain, high wind or de-ballasting of cargo holds; and

• Ballast and other discharges must not be allowed to fall on Port wharfs, plant or equipment.
Non-compliance with this directive may result in a Ship’s Master being prosecuted under
Australian Marine Orders and Environmental Legislation.

(See www.southernports.com.au/esperance/marine-information)

3.15.     GARBAGE REGULATIONS
The discharge of garbage into local waters breaches the Quarantine Act and local regulations. To
comply with the Quarantine Act, all refuse on board a ship  must be double bagged and tied
before being deposited in the specially marked quarantine bins ashore.
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4.1.       ARRIVAL NOTICE
A Berth Application must be lodged with Esperance Port with all detail entered into "Synergy" online
at least seven days prior to arrival.

Unless otherwise advised, Esperance Port will operate at Maritime Security Level 1. This means that
ships arriving at Esperance do not need to request a Declaration of Security (DOS) unless the ship
is operating at a different level of security to the Port. Any costs associated with a request by a vessel
for additional security will be passed on to that vessel.

The Port’s designated Port Facility Security Officer (PFSO) is the Harbour Master with an Assistant
Harbour Master acting as PFSO in his absence. Operational security matters will be handled by the
Port Security Services Manager (contact details are on page 1).

4.2.       SHIP’S CREW SHORE CARDS
Please be advised that the following procedures will apply regarding the issue and use of Southern

Ports Security Access Cards, High visibility vests and bus transfers for your ships crew. The following

procedures are to be strictly followed:

• Cards are to be issued to each crew member with the card number corresponding to their
number on the crew list as supplied to the Port Security Manager. The crew cards are
nontransferable and turnstiles are only to be accessed by one crew member at a time.

• The number of crew shore access cards will not exceed numbers on the vessel’s crew list.
• Crew shore access cards are for individual identification of crew by bus driver. Crew members

are not permitted on or near any other berth.
• Crew shore access cards will be fitted with clips and must be visible at all times whilst crew are

on port land.
• Where required (Tank Ships Berths 1 and 2), crew are to wear provided high

visibility vests and walk directly to the pickup point when bus arrives.
• A bag with 20 High visibility vests is supplied to the Agent for the vessel. Prior to departure

return the bag with vests to the Agent. The vessel will be charged a fee of AUD$20 for each vest
not returned.

• Bus schedules are – pick up at 0900hrs, 1030hrs, 1330hrs, 1600hrs, 1800hrs and last return bus
at 2100hrs. Crew are not to enter any other part of the Port with transfers to and from the
berth by bus only.

• A fee of AUD$74.80 will be charged per escort for any crew members found on foot in
unauthorized areas of the Port. This fee will also apply for a crew member who misses the last
scheduled bus run and requires escort back to the vessel by Port staff.

• The master is to return all crew shore access cards to the vessels agent prior to the vessels
departure. The vessel will be charged a fee of AUD$50 for each card not returned.

• Berth 3 crew are to remain at the bus shelter berth side of the turnstile until the bus arrives at
the pickup point.

4port security procedures
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5berth information
SP-POE does not provide a ship vetting service and makes no statement as to the suitability of a vessel
for its intended trade. If a vessel is seaworthy and is within the parameters specified in this guide with
respect to draft, under keel clearance and dimensions, the vessel will be allowed to enter the Port and
hire a berth for the purposes of conducting its operations.
If a vessel is unable to provide safe access using its gangway, a launch may be provided subject to the
availability of launch crew. When launch services are provided to allow safe access to a vessel, costs
will be credited to the account of the vessel.
If a vessel has to warp forward or aft in order to load all hatches, the following applies:
• The Harbor Master must be notified of the intention to move the vessel and must approve the

operation before the vessel is warped;
• The vessel must not warp more than 10 metres from its original position;
• All lines must be on bollards before the vessel is moved;
• The vessel must always stay within the dredged berth pocket and must always maintain a UKC

of not less than 600 millimetres; and
• The Harbour Master may require a Pilot and/or tugs to perform the operation safely.  The cost of

pilots and/or tugs will be to the account of the vessel.

For Inner Harbour Depths See Marine Notice on the link:
www.southernports.com.au/esperance/marine-information



5.1.       BERTH NO. 1
Berth 1 is land backed berth that accommodates Grain Vessels, Woodchip Vessels and Fuel Tankers. 
Its dimensions are:
• Length of berth 244 metres;
• Height of berth 3.70 metres above Chart Datum (CD);
• Maximum LOA of vessel 229.0 metres;
• Maximum beam of vessel 36 metres; 
• Gas-oil / Manifold position is at 90m; and
• Vessels normally berth port side alongside.

5.2.       BERTH NO. 2
Berth 2 is also a land-backed berth that handles general cargo vessels including fertilisers, Sulphur, fuel,
nickel/copper concentrate and spodumene. Its dimensions are:
• Length of berth 213 metres;
• Height of berth 3.70 metres above Chart Datum (CD);
• Depth of fendering arrangement from wharf face 1.55 metres;
• Maximum LOA of vessel 225.0 metres;  (with the exception of the MSC container vessels)
• Maximum beam of vessel 32.3 metres; 
• Gas-oil / Manifold position is at 347m; and
• Vessels berth either side to, but normally starboard alongside.

5.3.       BERTH NO. 3
Berth 3 is a dolphin berth that services iron ore and Spodumene ships. Its dimensions are:
• Length of berth 230 metres;
• Height to top of the concrete deck is 5.27m; 

and Height to top of the Ship loader rail is 5.43m above Chart Datum (CD);
• Maximum deadweight of vessel 200,000 tonnes;
• Maximum LOA of vessel 300.0 metres;
• Minimum LOA of vessel 165.0 metres;
• Maximum beam of vessel 60.0 metres (Note that the maximum reach of the loader is 

31.7 metres. Charterers must verify with the Master that the ship can be safely loaded);
• Seawater Relative Density is 1.027; and
• Vessels berth starboard side alongside.

5berth information
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6.1.       BERTH NO. 1
Co-operative Bulk Handling operates a grain loader over Berth No.1 with a nominal loading rate of
2500 tonnes per hour (1250 tonnes per hour per loading arm with a maximum of two loading arms
being used simultaneously). The grain loading facility has the following specifications:

• Loading rate 1100 tonnes per hour per spout;
• Seven fixed loading arms using two conveyor systems;
• Maximum reach and outreach face 20.15 metres from fender face;
• Minimum reach 10.51 metres from fender face;
• Maximum air draft 17 metres above Chart Datum;
• Maximum chute length 28.07 metres;
• Spouts are in a fixed position, the length of the gantry is 180 metres;
• Spouts are gravity fed;
• Throw 22.15 metres from fender face;
• Wind speed for shutdown 20 metres per second or 40 knots; 
• Maximum arrival displacement is 82,000t; 
• 24 hour operation.

6cargo handling information
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6cargo handling information

6.2.       BERTH NO. 2
SP-POE operates a combined container handling crane and bulk products discharge grab on Berth 2
for container handling and discharge of bulk products.

This crane has the following characteristics:

• Portainer style crane combined with semi-automated discharge grab; and rotainer for loading of
bulk products arriving to the port in containers;

• Maximum reach 33.0 metres from fender face;
• Gantry travel range 190.0 metres;
• Maximum air draft for container crane operations 29.85 metres above HAT;
• Maximum 28 tonnes grab bucket, 40 tonnes with spreader bar; 
• Maximum arrival displacement is 82,000t;
• Wind speed for shut down 20 metres per second or 40 knots.

Fuel can be discharged at Berth 2 via a 360 millimetre pipeline owned by SPA-POE that connects the
Port to the fuel storage facility, some three kilometres away. Ship’s manifold connections are by 200
millimetre flexible hoses.

Bulk fertiliser products are also be discharged at this berth using ship’s gear and grabs, discharging
through mobile hoppers into road vehicles. A rate of 100 tonnes per hour per grab is normally achieved.

15



6.3.       BERTH NO. 3
SPA-POE operates a bulk ore loader at Berth 3.  It has a maximum loading rate of 4500 tonnes per
hour and an operating loading rate of 2800 tonnes per hour.

This loader has the following characteristics:

• Gantry loader with a single telescopic chute;
• Maximum reach 31.7 metres from fender face;
• Minimum reach 11.2 metres from fender face;
• Gantry travel range 201.3 metres plus an operating slew angle of 15 degrees;
• Maximum air draft 19.10 metres above HAT;
• Maximum arrival displacement is 100,000t;
• Wind speed for shutdown 20 metres per second or 40 knots; and
• If an excessive wind speed shut down occurs, loading will not resume until a two-hour period

has passed with no excessive winds recorded.

6cargo handling information continued
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6cargo handling information continued

6.4.       DANGEROUS GOODS
Responsibility for the safe conduct of operations while a ship is moored at the dangerous good’s berth
(Berth 2) rests jointly with the Ship’s Master and the responsible terminal representative (Shore Officer).
Therefore, before operations start, it is incumbent upon ship and shore personnel that there is full co-
operation and understanding on the safety requirements set out in the Ship/Shore Safety Check List
that are based on safe practices widely accepted by the oil and tanker industries.

6.5.       GRAIN REGULATIONS
Chapter VI of the SOLAS 1974 Convention, as amended, and Australian Legislation (namely Marine
Orders, Part 33) require that all ships intending to carry grain cargoes in bulk from Australian ports are
to demonstrate compliance with the International Grain Code.

Any vessel loading or partially discharging grain at any Australian port may be subject to inspection by
AMSA at any time.

6.6.       BULK CARGO REGULATIONS
The Ship’s Master will be required to complete a Ship/Shore Safety Check List in conjunction with
Esperance Port’s  Cargo Supervisor.

Generally, the shore weightometer will be in error by 0 percent to 2 percent of actual weight. However,
it is the responsibility of the Ship’s Master to calculate the precise belt error by means of vigilant draft
checks.

6.7.       CARGO HANDLING RATES
The following loading/discharge rates can  be  expected  under  optimum operating conditions:

Berth 1               Canola, Oats 1800t/hr (using two chutes)
                        Gas oil/Petroleum 700t/hr
                        Lupins, Barley and Peas 2000t/hr (using two chutes)
                        Wheat 2500t/hr (using two chutes)
                        Woodchips 315t/hr

Berth 2               Bulker bags 70 bags/hr using a 12-bag spreader and shore crane.
                        Containers 16 TEU/hr
                        Fertilizer 270t/hr (using two grabs)
                        Gas oil/Petroleum 700t/hr
                        Logs 40-45t/hr
                        Nickel / Copper concentrate 400t/hr
                        Scrap Metal 9 lifts/hr
                        Spodumene 350t/hr
                        Sulphur 500t/hr

Berth 3               Iron Ore 2800t/hr
                        Spodumene 1400t/hr

17



I appendix I Pilot Ladder Rigging Diagram
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Pilot Ladder
2m above 
water level

Manropes
3m above 

water level
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IIappendix II  

PASSAGE PLAN: STANDARD ROUTE

244˚

014˚

270˚ - 1.3M

Tugs make fast
on the turn,

Speed 6-7kts

Vessel enters
Channel,

Speed 5-6kts

Speed 8-10kts
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Not to be used for Navigation.  For Information purposes only
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IIIappendix III 

PASSAGE PLAN: OUTBOUND 

270˚ - 0.8M

244˚

180˚

0.6M

Abort zone:  5-6 Cables from Entrance
Beacons. Maximum Cross Track Error: 50m

Pilot Disembarks
by Launch

Pilot Disembarks
by Helicopter
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